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Harley-Davidson's profilation of this bike. This is Dyna in its purest form. This most affordable
example of the Big Twin breed is an inviting canvas for extreme and creative customization.
Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension
:. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top
providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most
countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike.
You can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive
experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should
view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the
rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating
with other bikes. Rating sample for this Harley-Davidson bike. You can also compare bikes.
What sets the Low Rider apart from the rest of the Dyna models is the fact that it looks like the
closest thing to a Sportster and it has the 1, cc engine so it gets the best of both worlds at no
great expense. The engine is the same Twin Cam 96 V-twin behind the Dyna lineup, one that is
vibration isolated and exploited through a six-speed gearbox. Weighing lbs, around pounds
more than the Sportster Low and benefiting of Other benefits of the aptly-named Dyna Low
Rider consist in it providing a low center of gravity with Pull-back handlebar riser, mid-mount
foot controls and standard highway pegs add to functional ergonomics and long-range comfort.
Harley-Davidson first introduced the FXS Low Rider more than three decades ago in , to be
precise as a totally unique factory motorcycle eager to benefit of the continuously expanding
custom style. The first engine it got was the 1,cc 74 c. The bike stood out as a custom thanks to
being low and to the degrees rake. The early s brought dual disk brakes and a less vibrating
1,cc Evolution engine with entirely redesigned components which ensured greater reliability.
Due to the Dyna chassis received in the early s still, they kept the degree rake and the
resurrection, the bike ended up as FXDL Dyna Low Rider. In Harley added new spring rates so
that the bike would perform better around the corners. In , the now 88 c. The next biggest
upgrade came in together with the 96 c. As modern and refined the model year might be, the
similarities to the early models are there for a trained eye to see. For instance, the black spoke
cast aluminum wheels 19 inches front and 17 inches rear resemble the original mag wheels, the
Fat Bob fuel tank is also a feature that the latest model year shares with the first ones and so
are the low-rise handlebars. The headlight is small and the front fender nicely contoured around
the custom front wheel, just like on the Sportster models. Not only the seat is positioned at just
The only bad news is that the color options also have an influence on the price although not a
dramatic one. Displacement: Engine Torque: Seat Height: Wheelbase: Oil Capacity: 3. Dry
Weight: Running Order: Instruments: Tank-mounted electronic speedometer with odometer,
time-of-day clock on odometer, dual tripmeter, fuel gauge with low fuel warning light and
countdown feature, engine diagnostics readout, tachometer, 6-speed indicator light Indicator
Lamps: High beam, directional light bar, neutral, low oil pressure, engine diagnostics, turn
signals, security system6 optional , 6-speed, low fuel warnings. Maxx Biker. Read More. What
do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Harley-Davidson Dyna. Competing Vehicles. Harley-Davidson
Sportster. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Harley-Davidson
always knew how and when to line up to the needs of each specific rider crowd and when it
comes to all the rebels out there, the Dyna Street Bob is among the favorite choices. Standing
as a reminder of the post-war Bobber design and being powered by a V-twin engine that is as
modern as they get, the model year is history brought back in our complete attention. But while
the style remains true to the early days, this Harley now benefits of the 96 cubic inches,
air-cooled, twin cam V-twin engine powering all models in the Dyna family and being admitted
as being a great torque provider 92 ft lbs of torque at only 3, rpm. No wonder as there is an
electronic sequential port fuel injection system bringing gas into the motor that sound like pure
poetry straight from idle. Weighing lbs with all the fluids on, the Street Bob is fitted with a
six-speed Cruise Drive transmission for that extra bit of grunt out on the highway and increased
mpg. The Fat Bob gas tank will eat 4. And things have pretty much been like that ever since.
Lighter and prettier, the bikes became faster and their owners happier to further accelerate
away from the dark period of the war. In , together with the introduction of the all-new Street
Bob, Harley-Davidson made an incursion into the past which lasts to this day. The

Harley-Davidson Street Bob is just a good looking bike going for the best looking one with small
detail upgrades to complete the overall attractive and compact look. For instance, there is a new
rear fender chopped even higher and topped with a curved, retro LED tail light. The solo seat
gets redesigned, and new laced wheels feature gloss black rims. Internally wired
mini-ape-hanger bars, the authentic Fat Bob fuel tank and wrinkle-black trim complete the
minimalist Street Bob profile. Both black and powder-coated, the engine fits perfectly as the
centerpiece of this machinery and the chromed shorty dual exhaust adds a nice custom touch
and we totally dig that. All in all, the Street Bob is the modern interpretation by the Milwaukee
Company of how their riders used to modify their bikes according to riding needs of the time.
Engine: Air-cooled, Twin Cam 96 Displacement: Bore x Stroke: 3. Engine Torque: Seat Height:
Wheelbase: Oil Capacity: 3. Dry Weight: Running Order: Instruments: Tank-mounted electronic
speedometer with odometer, time-of-day clock on odometer, dual tripmeter, fuel gauge with low
fuel warning light and countdown feature, low oil pressure indicator light, engine diagnostics
readout, LED indicator lights, 6-speed indicator light Indicator Lamps: High beam, directional
light bar, neutral, low oil pressure, engine diagnostics, turn signals, security system6 optional ,
6-speed, low fuel warnings. Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:.
Harley-Davidson Dyna. Competing Vehicles. Harley-Davidson Sportster. Active filters:. About
US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Click photos to enlarge. They make great desktop
images. The massive stature of the Dyna Fat Bob, led by twin headlights braced between
polished triple clamps, has an unmistakable street presence. Riding on big tires with an
aggressive tread pattern mounted on inch Slotted Cast Aluminum wheels, the Fat Bob is a cool
and confident ride. New features include high performance chrome-covered coil-over rear
shocks, and silver-faced speedometer with range countdown. The chrome Tommy Gun exhaust
accents the black-and-polished Twin Cam 96 engine. Forward foot controls and flat drag bars
create a cool and comfortable ride. The Harley-Davidson Dyna family has its roots in the
factory-custom revolution of the s. These five motorcycles pair Big Twin performance with an
extended FX front end. Dyna has always had a reputation for great handling, with loads of
attitude that appeals to riders with a strong inclination for independent thinking. All Dyna
models feature a new silver-face speedometer with fuel range read-out, a new low-profile front
fender and a new fuel sender. Common Dyna characteristics include the under-seat battery box,
exposed rear shock absorbers, and a classic Fat Bob fuel tank with console. Silver-face
speedometer with fuel range read-out: The new Dyna speedometer stands out in silver and adds
a functional fuel range read-out. Low profile front fender: The gap between tire and fender
tightens with the cool look of a new low-profile front fender. Dimensions Length Chassis Frame
Mild steel, tubular frame; rectangular section backbone; stamped, cast, and forged junctions;
forged fender supports; MIG welded Swingarm Mild steel, rectangular tube sections, stamped
junctions; MIG welded Front Forks 49 mm with polished aluminum fork triple clamp and
dual-rate springs Rear Shocks Fully Covered, Coil-over shock. Warranty Warranty8 24 months
unlimited mileage Service Interval First 1, miles 1, km , every 5, miles 8, km thereafter 1 Vehicles
depicted may differ from vehicles manufactured and delivered. Specifications and prices listed
may differ from specifications and prices of vehicles manufactured and delivered. All product
descriptions including depictions, specifications, dimensions, measurements, ratings and
competitive comparisons are based on available information at the time of publication.
Although such descriptions are believed correct, errors and changes can occur and complete
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Harley-Davidson may make changes at any time to prices and
specifications, and may change or discontinue models, without notice and without incurring
any obligation. Attention: Vehicles in the configurations shown and many of the accessories
described in this catalog may not be available for sale or use in some locations. Please check
with your dealer for complete product details and the latest information. Performance may vary
by country and region. Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy
and mileage may vary among motorcycle models within a family. Your mileage may vary
depending on your personal riding habits, weather conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and
vehicle configuration and other conditions. Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color
are available at additional cost. Prices exclude dealer setup, taxes, title and licensing and are
subject to change. Dealer prices may vary. Vehicles depicted may differ from vehicles
manufactured and delivered. Restyled Street Bob: With new bobbed and blacked-out features,
the redesigned Street Bob is a pure and minimally styled Bobber for the ages. That look gets
refined for , with a new rear fender chopped even higher and topped with a curved, retro LED
tail light. The solo seat gets redesigned, and new laced wheels feature gloss black rims.
Internally wired mini-ape-hanger bars, the authentic Fat Bob fuel tank and wrinkle-black trim
complete the minimalist Street Bob profile. This most affordable example of the Big Twin breed
is an inviting canvas for extreme and creative customization. A mini pullback handlebar over a

tank-mounted chrome console give the front end a clean look. The low and long Super Glide
rides on a silver powder-coated Twin Cam 96 engine. Vibration isolated Twin Cam 96 engine
6-speed Cruise Drive transmission Silver powder-coated engine with chrome treatment Two-up
ribbed seat Mini pullback handlebar New silver-faced speedometer with range countdown New
low profile front fender New fuel sender 5. Pull-back handlebar riser, mid-mount foot controls
and standard highway pegs add to functional ergonomics and long-range comfort.
Harley-Davidson Motor Company, the only major U. You must be logged in to post a comment.
News Ticker. New on Dyna for Silver-face speedometer with fuel range read-out: The new Dyna
speedometer stands out in silver and adds a functional fuel range read-out. New fuel sender:
The speedometer range read-out is the result of a new fuel sender. New on Dyna for Restyled
Street Bob: With new bobbed and blacked-out features, the redesigned Street Bob is a pure and
minimally styled Bobber for the ages. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of
Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Be the first to
comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Click photos to
enlarge. They make great desktop images. With a low-slung, two-up ribbed seat, Fat Bob fuel
tank, laced wheels and plenty of chrome, the Dyna Super Glide Custom stands out on the street.
A mini pullback handlebar over a tank-mounted chrome console give the front end a clean look.
The low and long Super Glide rides on a silver powder-coated Twin Cam 96 engine. The
Harley-Davidson Dyna family has its roots in the factory-custom revolution of the s. These five
motorcycles pair Big Twin performance with an extended FX front end. Dyna has always had a
reputation for great handling, with loads of attitude that appeals to riders with a strong
inclination for independent thinking. All Dyna models feature a new silver-face speedometer
with fuel range read-out, a new low-profile front fender and a new fuel sender. Common Dyna
characteristics include the under-seat battery box, exposed rear shock absorbers, and a classic
Fat Bob fuel tank with console. Silver-face speedometer with fuel range read-out: The new Dyna
speedometer stands out in silver and adds a functional fuel range read-out. Low profile front
fender: The gap between tire and fender tightens with the cool look of a new low-profile front
fender. Vibration isolated Twin Cam 96 engine 6-speed Cruise Drive transmission Silver
powder-coated engine with chrome treatment Two-up ribbed seat Mini pullback handlebar New
silver-faced speedometer with range countdown New low profile front fender New fuel sender 5.
Dimensions Length Chassis Frame Mild steel, tubular frame; rectangular section backbone;
stamped, cast, and forged junctions; forged fender supports; MIG welded Swingarm Mild steel,
rectangular tube sections, stamped junctions; MIG welded Front Forks 49 mm with polished
aluminum fork triple clamp and dual-rate springs Rear Shocks Coil-over shock Wheels4
Chrome, Profile Laced Aluminum , front and rear option : Chrome, Laced Steel â€” Front 19 in.
Brakes: â€” Caliper Type 4-piston fixed front, and 2-piston torque-free floating rear â€” Rotor
Type Patented, uniform expansion rotors floating, front only diameter x width : â€” Front
floating Suspension Travel: â€” Front Wheel 5 in. Warranty Warranty8 24 months unlimited
mileage Service Interval First 1, miles 1, km , every 5, miles 8, km thereafter 1 Vehicles depicted
may differ from vehicles manufactured and delivered. Specifications and prices listed may differ
from specifications and prices of vehicles manufactured and delivered. All product descriptions
including depictions, specifications, dimensions, measurements, ratings and competitive
comparisons are based on available information at the time of publication. Although such
descriptions are believed correct, errors and changes can occur and complete accuracy cannot
be guaranteed. Harley-Davidson may make changes at any time to prices and specifications,
and may change or discontinue models, without notice and without incurring any obligation.
Attention: Vehicles in the configurations shown and many of the accessories described in this
catalog may not be available for sale or use in some locations. Please check with your dealer for
complete product details and the latest information. Performance may vary by country and
region. Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and mileage
may vary among motorcycle models within a family. Your mileage may vary depending on your
personal riding habits, weather conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle
configuration and other conditions. Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color are
available at additional cost. Prices exclude dealer setup, taxes, title and licensing and are
subject to change. Dealer prices may vary. Vehicles depicted may differ from vehicles
manufactured and delivered. Restyled Street Bob: With new bobbed and blacked-out features,
the redesigned Street Bob is a pure and minimally styled Bobber for the ages. That look gets
refined for , with a new rear fender chopped even higher and topped with a curved, retro LED
tail light. The solo seat gets redesigned, and new laced wheels feature gloss black rims.

Internally wired mini-ape-hanger bars, the authentic Fat Bob fuel tank and wrinkle-black trim
complete the minimalist Street Bob profile. Riding on big tires with an aggressive tread pattern
mounted on inch Slotted Cast Aluminum wheels, the Fat Bob is a cool and confident ride. New
features include high performance chrome-covered coil-over rear shocks, and silver-faced
speedometer with range countdown. The chrome Tommy Gun exhaust accents the
black-and-polished Twin Cam 96 engine. Forward foot controls and flat drag bars create a cool
and comfortable ride. This most affordable example of the Big Twin breed is an inviting canvas
for extreme and creative customization. Pull-back handlebar riser, mid-mount foot controls and
standard highway pegs add to functional ergonomics and long-range comfort. Harley-Davidson
Motor Company, the only major U. You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. New
on Dyna for Silver-face speedometer with fuel range read-out: The new Dyna speedometer
stands out in silver and adds a functional fuel range read-out. New fuel sender: The
speedometer range read-out is the result of a new fuel sender. New on Dyna for Restyled Street
Bob: With new bobbed and blacked-out features, the redesigned Street Bob is a pure and
minimally styled Bobber for the ages. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of
Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Be the first to
comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Show more.
Verification email was sent to Don't see the email? Resend Verification Email. It may be
automatically sorted to the junk mail folder or trash box, so please check it once if you cannot
find the email. Your email address is verified! Now you have full access to all features. As of
November 9th, , we have relocated our Japan office to this address below. Time left: m s.
Already have an account? Medium-duty 2-door cab over truck. Practical and efficient, it features
a large windshield span ideal for maneuvering through tight spaces, and a compact loading
space. Its interior features lumbar-supported seating and extensive headspace. Offered with
petrol or diesel engines. A truck is a medium to large sized vehicle thats primary purpose is to
transport larger amounts of commercial goods and cargo. Majoritively run on diesel fuel,
modern trucks range greatly in size, loading capacity, and appearance, while their common
component is a widened rear cargo space. Show more Verification email was sent to Don't see
the email? By Keyword By Ref No. Hello, BF Member. LOG IN. What is Favorites? What is
breaker box location
integrated keyhead transmitter
parts of a sword diagram
Wish List? What is CAP? What is BF Points? Contact Us. Sorry, the vehicle has been SOLD.
Thank you! Your inquiry was submitted. You will receive an email shortly with the price quote. If
you have more questions, please reply to the email so we can assist you. Try fastest way to
Purchase this vehicle! Now you can reserve this vehicle and instantly download a Proforma
Invoice so you can proceed with payment. Buy Now Login is required. Sign up to receive
exclusive discount coupons! You can also view your favorite cars and receive notifications on
reduced prices. About Truck A truck is a medium to large sized vehicle thats primary purpose is
to transport larger amounts of commercial goods and cargo. Back to top. All rights reserved.
Create account to save unlimited number of vehicles in your Favorites list. Vehicle will be added
to the Favorites bar. You need to look up the Import Regulation of your country for this vehicle.
The actual dimension,M3 and Weight may differ from the above one.

